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FISH COOLER 
bag SERIES

DIMENTIONS:

Keep your fish cooler for longer with Extreme Ice premium fish cooler bag series. 
The entire arsenal has 10mm PCI Insulation in all Ffive wall panels, this with the almost air-tight sealing will your 
days catch preserved. 
Caution: Some products have claims of being a cooler bag with little insulation or none! 
This series is easily cleaned due to its nonabsorbent materials. Also a hose fitting is included and can be attached 
to the drainage point. This makes it possible to flush your bag or connect your deck wash to make a saltwater ice slurry. 
This bag series is extreamly compact and can be easily stored due to the added buckle strap.  

 INCLUDES:

Drain Plug
Hose Fitting

FEATURES:

Heavy 1000DPVC
Fusion Welded Seams
10mm Insulation
Water proof zip seal system
Reinforced carry handles
Compact storage buckle strap
Hand grip zip pulley 
Air tight design



Ice BOXES
Made to last the test of time with its full solid Roto-Molding construction, full UV stabilized polyethylene resin plastic. 
The impressive 1.5 - 3inch high density polyurethane foam core insulation ensures maximum cooling conditions inside, while 
keeping the outdoor elements from entering.
With its commercial grade gasket, you can expect a full pressurized sealing performance. 
In reation to its sealing ability, an air release valve has been incorporated to depressurize the ice box. Ultimately this makes it 
possible to break the lids seal so it can be opened. (This feature is engaged by simply pressing the air release button)
Two high grade latches are recessed into the smart mold design conveniently hiding them away. 
This does not only protect your latches from being damaged but also prevents anything being caught up. 
A generous FIVE YEAR WARRANTY covering molding defects, faulty materials, and workmanship.
This does not cover general wear and tear

Standard features: 

Bottle cap opener 
Oversized drain plug 
Air release botton
Non slip feet 

 

Add on accessories:

Removable basket 
Cup Holder
Cutting board/Devider

White
Camo
Snow camo 

Colours:


